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2000

Using a qualitative research design, this study reports findings
from intervj-ews with five Sudanese refugrees regardi.rg sources of
social support avaj-labLe to them in Rnoka Couniy, Minnesota.

Thepotentia1SourCeSofsupportexp1oredweretami1yand
relatives; Sudanese and other African friends; American friends;
and American Sponsors and. social service agencies. Themes of
culture shock and differences between support in Sudan and
support in the United States emerged. fmplications for sociaL
work practice and research are dlscussed.
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CHAPTER
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INTRODUCTION

rvi ew

The first

chapter has four sections. The chapter beqins with
a statement of the problem addressed in this research. The
purpose and goal of the study are then delineated followed by the

objectives of the study. The chapter ends with a discussion of
the signifj-cance of the study.
Statement of the Prohlem
The United States is increasing in cuJtural diversity and

values. Estimates are that by 2015 more than half the people in
the United States will be from a backgrouncl other than West
European (Congress, 1994) .

Civil strife in Latin America, Asia,

and Africa have resulted in refugees need.ingr safe sanctuary and

the United States is one of the countrj-es offering opportunities
for refugee resettlement. Anoka County, Minnesota, has become one
place for resettlement for Sudanese refugees fleeing over 40
years of civil

strife and horrible

human

rights abuses.

The

arrj-vaI of the Sudanese from Africa to Anoka County is a1tering
the cultural and racj-aL demographics of a predominately White
workingr and midd1e cl"ass population of European descent

-

The presence of refugees in Anoka County is not a new

el-ement. The f actors that make the Sudanese di f f erent f rom other
residents and other refugee qroups are that they are culturally

2

and ethnically different,

a less developed country than
the United States and European countries, and are likeIy to lack
kin and potentiaf support groups upon whom to rely when they
come from

arrive.
This influx of African refugees from Sud.an to Anoka County,
Minnesota is presenting many challenges to social services
systems. Agencies that serve refugees in Anoka County were
developed and designed for traditional

clients, not for clients
who are nomadic tribesmen with a Jow literacy rate. There is a
lack of understanding of their needs, littIe to no understanding
of Sudanese belief s and pract j-ces, and no established ethnic
community.

Although there are theories about adaptation, assimilation,
and acculturation of refugee populations (Gordon,

i,g64

; Kitano,

6; de Anada , L984; Landrine & Kr-onof f , 1996 ) , rittle
information exists about the adaptation of the Sudanese to
L91

American culture.

There is no documentation of the social-

supports that exist in Anoka County to hetrp Sudanese refugees
adapt to their new environment. Yet the fact remains that the

are resettling in Anoka County and there are many
guestions to be explored. Why have they come to Anoka County?
Sudanese

What challenges face them? Where do they find help? Is the hetp
adequate

?

It is important to aIIow the Sudanese a voice in their new
home to ensure culturally sensitive and appropriate responses by

3

people poised to help them resettle and adapt. Their stories
should be heard.
Purpose and Goal of the Study

There are no studies regarding the Sudanese refugees

resettling in Anoka County, Minnesota. The purpose of this study
was to create new and change existing social- support systems by
gaining input from Sudanese refugees about their experience of
finding and receiving support.
Sudanese participants rather than service providers were
chosen for this study. The lack of knowl-edge o f Sudanese culture
would make it difficult for those who provide sociaf support to
speak about the irnpact or usefulness of support given. The
important factor was the refugees, perception of support.
The groal of this study was to explore sources of social

support with Sudanese refugees who have resettled in Arroka
County, Minnesota. What sources of support have they founcl and
perceived as helpful? Have these sources been adequate in meeting
their needs for resettlement in a new environment?
Study

Obj

ectives

The obj ectives of the study were to gather information

regarding specific sources of social support and. to discover
cultural themes of support. Questions were asked. about why
Sudanese came

to Anoka County

and,

what chatlenges they faced.

4

Information was gathered regarding four potential sources of
support: Eamily and Relatives; Sudanese and other Af r j-can

friends; American friends; and Sponsors and Social Service
agencies. The guestions askecl were whether they received support
from the identified sources and. whether the support they did
receive was perceived as helpful.

Significance of the Study
This study's significance is embed.ded in the importance of
social- support to the well-being and healthy functioning of alI
people - Refugees flee from their countries of origin because of
f ear of persecuti-on , torture, and death due to their rel-igious or
politicaL bel-iefs. The countries and. conrmunities that offer them
safe sanctuary have a responsibility to provide them with
support- Research is needed to identify the sources of support
that will best aid refugees to adapt to their new environments
and guide helping individuals and agencies to create and provide
culturally sensitive supports.
African refugees have been largely ignored in social work
l-iterature. There has been no research conducted concerningr
refugee issues specifically about the Sudanese. The significance
of this study is to bring awareness of the presence of the

in Minnesota, to encourage a culturally sensitive
response to their presence, and to initiate research concerning
Sudanese

the

Sudanese.
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CHAPTER

]I:

LITERATURE REVIEW

Ove

rvi

ew

The second chapter has four sections. The first

section

defines refugees and discusses refugee flight and resettlement.
The next section identifies and explains the theoretical
framework for the study of sociaL support. The third section
summarizes research related to this study. The final section

provides background and historical information about Sudan.
' Refugees
Refugees compose a unique category of migrant peopl-es. Their

is caused by f ear, not choi-ce; they are .pushed, to
places of resettlement with few options avail-able and encounter
challenges to adjustment to a new 1ife.
Definition

movement

Refugees and immigrants are separate and distinct

groups

although the two terms are often used interchangeably.
Immigrants are people who choose to leave thelr countries of

origin to permanently resettle in a new country, usually to
improve their s tandard o f l iving . Re fugees, j-n contrast, f l-ee
from their countrj"es of origin under severe d.uress.
fnternational l-aur defines a refugee as
A person who owing to well founded fear of being persecuted

for reasons of racer religionr rrotionality, membership of a
partlcular social group or political opinion, is outside the

6

country of his/her nationality and is unable or owing to such
fear, is unwilling to avail himself/herself of the protection
of that country, or who, not having a nationality and being

outside the country of his/her former habitual residence as a
result of such events, is unabl-e orr owing to such f ear, is
unwilling to return to it (partamian, n.d. ) .
The world today is one in which over 20 million people 1ive
outside their own countries due to war and terrorism, politicaland religious differences, and disregard for human rights.
complex mixture of social, ethnic, political, and economic

This

factors has caused a breakdown of structures that are going to
require long-term soLutions (Ru.sse1l and Stage , L996), Ionger
than refugees can wait in camps. Where can refugees go? How do
they get to a country of safe sarrctuary?
FI i

qht
The f light begrins in a re fugee' s homel-and. where, because of

persecution and fear for their lives, an attempt is made to cross
the borders. Many die during the attempt, but some lucky ones
make

it-

A Sudanese describes his experience and those of

some

of his acquaintances,
their town was bombed and transportation routes were
cut off, they had to move into the forests and ate honey,

filhen

leaves, and fish without sa1t. The finally had to leave, and
traveled with some traders to towns in Western Sudan. Many
children died of thirst and hunger on the way, and when they

7

arrived,

some

of the l-ocaI citizens tried to kiII

(Cook, Farrel-l-, Hea1y, Krome, and

Lane

,

rL.

d.

them

)

The next step in their journey is a lengthy wait (the

average is five years) in a refugee camp where people are

essentially warehoused until they are grranted. asylum in a new
country. The camps are usually heavily guarded, discourage
enterprise, and are unsafe because of competition for scarce
resources.
The United Nati-ons High Commissioner for Refugees

(UNHCR)

interviews al-I refugees. For those wishing to live in the United
states, rmmigration and Naturarization service ( rNS
)

representatives interview them. Only those who can prove that
they are escaping persecution are eligible. If the united states
accepts them, the Intergovernmental Committee for Migration ( ICM)

transportation arrangements and costs are provided by
revolving l-oan fund. The number of refugees admitted is
determined annual l y by Congrres s .

makes

a

arrivalr r€fugees are sent to a particul-ar region of
the country and assigned to a voluntary agency (voLAG) that
provides basic services for the first 90 days after arrival.
Upon

Basic services are to assist with housingr erploSrment, ESL
classes, and accurturation (see Appendixes A, B, c, and D for
fJow charts of fliqht, becoming a refugee, and admission to the
United States) .

I

Resettlement

Resettlement is a life crises (Hu1ewat, L995) . Refugees leave
behind all that is f amiliar and start a new l-i f e in a new country

with a dif f erent language and culture . Grossman and Skol-n t k
(1984) consider the disruption faced by refugees as a rmacrocrises'; that is, refugees have suffered. from conditions of war
and upheaval, turbul-ent departures f rom lengthy stays in camps,
and severance of kinship and friendship ties.

The trauma

continues when they arrive in the country of sanctuary where they
encounter a culturally and physically alien environment.

major goal of resettlement is economic self-sufficiency
(GoId, L9B?) . Many citizens of the United States have difficulty
One

attaining this goal due to economic conditions, education, and
training. Refugees face even greater barriers because they lack
the advantages of language and fami1iarity with the culture. The
services refugees need and want such as affordable housi*g,
medical care, transportation, day care, and good jobs are in
great demand by other low income and minority g.roups.
Resettlement agencies are asked to provide access to these

same

services for refuqees that are lacking for the native population.
The tasks are daunting for both refugees and resettlement
workers

.

I

The second major goal of resettlement is cultural adjustment

(Gold, I987) . As with achieving self-sufficiency,

refugees face

barriers to cultural adjustment:
(He )

...is experiencing crises and is of ten placed 1n

ambiguous

situations without clear definitions of behavioral
expectations...tries to redef ine his I i f e situation and to
adopt strategries for dealing with the crisis; he begins to
discover that their prior life experiences have not
adequately prepared him for a life

in this different culture

(Taylor and Nathan as cited in Stein, 1981) .
Cr''.l,ture Qhoek

Culture shock is the term used to describe the strong and
often uncomfortable emotional reaction an individual has when
he/she enters a new environment or cul-ture (Giorgj-s, rr.d., p.1).
The refugee is searching for ways to succeed in the new

environment. Stein (1981) states: "Loss of patterns of conduct
is intensified by the uncertainty of what kind of behavior is
acceptable or nonacceptabl-e in their new environment" (p. 32I ) .
Six

maj

or

dimens

j-ons of culture shock are : (1) the strain

caused by the ef f ort to make necessary psychological

ad.j

ustments;

(2) a sense of loss for what has been left behind; ( 3 ) a sense of
rejection in the host country; (4) confusion about oners role and
identity; (5) a reaction of anxiety and perhaps disgust ahout
cultural differences; and (6) feelings of helplessness at not
being able to cope (Eurnham & Bochner as cited in Choi, 199?).

l0

An al-ternatlve to the idea of culture shock is
accuLturatj-ve stress. This concept is rooted ir: stress theory

and

refers to the specific stress created by the process of
acculturation (WilLiams & Berry, 1991) . Acculturat j-ve stress is
the result of conflicts that occur after fliqht and during
resettlement when refugees attempt to resolve the cultural
differences that arise between them and. their host country, which
is the United States for the Sudanese in this study (Born as
cited in Choi, 1997) .
If resettlement is a crisis, entering a new environment is a
shock, and the process of adapting to a new culture is stressful,
what can the refugee do and what can the helper do to ease the

transition and atl-eviate stress?
social support theory.

One responsrj

is

embedded

in

Social Support
John cassel, Gerald caplan, and sidney cobb raid the

foundation for work on social support. They outlined the kinds
of social relationships and activities invol-ved that provided the
scope of the topic. They established the research j-ssue that

social support buffers the effects of stress, both psychological
and somatic, and they sowed the seeds for interest in social
support as an intervention (Vaux, !9Bg) .
Cassel was an epidemiologist and physician who was

interested in the ecological findings that Linked sociat support

ll

and stress related disorders. He advocated the mobilizalion of

social support as an j-ntervention.
Caplan emphasized the role others play in the course and
outcome of crises and developmental transitions. He identified

three kinds of help that social support systems provide which
are: (1) helping one mobilize psychofogical- resources to manage
emotional problems ; {2) sharing demand,ing tasks,. and

providing material s, money, s ki 1l- s , and guidance to
dealing with specific stressors.

(3

)

he Ip

in

social support as information of three tlpes:
( 1 ) emotional support- the person i s cared f or and }oved
i Q)
esteem support-the person is valued and esteemed; and (3)
Cobb vj-ewed

belongj-ng support-the perscn belongs to a network of
communication and mutual obrigation (vaux, !9gB)

.

Gottlieb (1981) examined a variety of perspectives of social
support. He noted that sociologists saw the role of voluntary
associations in fostering social integration; urban
anthropologists analyzed the morphology of social networks

and.

they affect the level of support to which people have access;
social psychiatrists estabJ,ished the usefulness of mutual help

how

groups; and social workers, using systems theory, viewed
nej-ghborhood and natural helping networks as expressions of

social interdependence. He then identified a need to draw these
perspectj-ves together to consider how the current knowledge base

Augsburg College l-ibrary

t2

could inform the design of preventive interventions that
mobilize social support.

woul-d

Maguire (1991) developed a generalist approach for use of
social support systems in practice. The four essential element.s

of his approach are the treatment mode1, the supporting theory,
the ernpirical base, and the val-ue premises. The model is the
development and use of forma1 and informal social systems using

techniques such as extend.ed*family therapy, support groups, selfhelp qroups, and stress reduction. The theory is systems theory
which states that people are interconnected in various ways such
as sociaI1y, cu1turally, politically, racially, and reLiqiously
and that people's behavior and. feelings are affected by these

- The empirical base is epidemlologic and social survey
research, and network anaf)rsis that shows evj-dence of a
systems

correlation between the social support sysLems and health. The
value premise is the client's tendency to use family, friends,
and other natural systems. This should be encouraged and
augmented with socia] work interventions . Maguire states, t.The
applied use of social support systems embod.ies and epitomizes
social- work practj-ce" (p.154).

Williams and Berry (1991) suggested that possibly the most
comprehensj-ve variable affecting the leveI of stress among
refugees was social support. Social support refers to the
presence of social and cultural institutions for the support of
the acculturating individual . They incl-uded ethnic associations,

l3

residential ethnic enclaves, availability of one, s original
group, and more formaL institutions devoted to providing support.
Pedersen (198g) developed a modeL for counseling refugees

that is predicated on stress and adaptation mode1s that are
relevant to coping with being uprooted and. faced with adapting to
a new environment. Pedersen emphasizes development of human
support systems including family, creating a fictive family if
kin is not availabre and ethnic traditions of support,
what is known about social support and Sud.anese refugees?

social support Research and sudanese Refugees
Research regarding Su.Canese refugees is extremely 1imited.
Kamya (1997) noted

that African immigrants have been Iargely

excluded from research on immigrant issues.
Heldenbrand (1"996) found in a case study of a refugee f amily
from Southern Sudan resettling in a Mid.western city that those
refugees perceived family members and friends and other

memhers

of the ethnic community as providing more support than
qovernment, corlmunity, or private agencies. This refugee family
was the first and only Sudanese family in that particular
coilImunity and they eventually migrated to a city where there was
an established Afrj-can ethnic community from which they could

rece:.ve support.

Sharaf
States and

(1994)

Canada.

studied sudanese migration to the united
He identified a major .pulI factor,

t4

contributing to
states:

Sudanese

migrating to the United States,

He

The presence of kin, friends, and ol-d neighbors, collectively

referred to as social networksr ES the main source of help
facilitating the act of migration and as an indispensable
source of information about virtually every facet of life in
the new country (p.
choi

110)

.

) stated that prof essional literature sugrgested
that refugee adaptation to a new envi-ronment is a stress ful l-i f e
(l-997

' As discussed earlier in the titerature review, socialsupport can alleviate stress. Choi's investigation of the role
of social support among Korean refugrees confirmed that social
support alleviated *acculturative stress, . These results
event

confirmed the Korean experience and would suggest that social
support may be helpful for all refugee groups to successfully
adapt.
Beeman (1997 ) noted

that there is research in mul-tipIe
discipllnes about social support and its relationship to welIbeing. Furtherr socia1 support is of interest in the field of
social work, the focus of which in research and practice has been
particularly on children and families. However, the focus has
not been on refugee children and. famiries.

15

Summary

The literature

revj-ew provides the foundation for this

study. Social Support theory states that social support buffers
stress and enhances well being. Research data shows that culture
shock is a stress ful event and accul-turation is a stress fulprocess. This study is undertaken to discover and describe the
socj-al supports availahle to Sudanese refugees who have resettled
in Anoka County, Minnesota.
To understand the magnitude of resettlement and learning

culture, it is helpful- to have knowledgre about the
people and their homeland..
new

a

sudanese

Sudan

is situated in the northeastern section of the African
continent, the largest country in Africa, one-third the size of
Sudan

the contj-nental United States. It is bordered by Eqypt on the
north; Kenya, uganda, and zaire on the south; the Red sea and
Ethiopia on the east; and the Central African Repub1ic, Chad, and
Libya on the west (see Appendixes E and F f or maps of Sud.an) .
The climate is both tropical- and arid desert, with temperatures
high throughout the year.
Lowrey (1996) describes sudan as a country that:
Geographically is the largest in Africa, geostrategically is

the bridge that links the Midd1e East and North Africa with
Sub-Saharan peoples, and geopolitically sits at the center of

t6

radical-

I

s

politically

1am, threatening to undermine regimes that are
moderate Muslim and energiz:-ng itself

in strident

rhetoric of a crash of cultures with the west (p. z) .
The population of Sudan was estimated to be 29 mil,Iion in

1993- There are 600 ethnic groups speaking 400 languages and

dialects that are the basis for ethnic classification and a
symbol of ethnic identity. Cultural characteristics and common
ancestry further divide the people. Outsid.ers view Sud.an as
Arabic and Isl-amic. Howevei, a ma j ority of the people identi f y
themselves as African. The country is essentially divided between
Arabic Muslims in the North and Traditional Animists and
Christian Bl-acks in the South.
The predominant refugee group that has resettled in Anoka

County is the Nuer tribe

f

rom southern Sudan. Literacy is

l-ow

amongst all Sudanese people, but more so in the south where the

war has destroyed most of the schools. The Nuer remain one of the
most purely aboriginal in their social customs and organj- zalion

(Gray-Fisher, 1994) . The Nuer and other southern tribes
resisted moderntzation and thus, have mad.e no significant

in their cul-ture and

l-1f

have
changes

estyle .

The economy of the Nuer is subsistence based and consists of

peasant farming and nomadj-c animal rearing. Raising cattle is
viewed with great pride and is of social significance because his
cattle herd measure' s a man' s weal-th. Without cattle he is no

t7

one. His ancestors entrust him to pass his wealth on to his
descendants so herds must be maintained.

Civil

War

is one of the mo*st tragic cases of injustlce in the
world today. A study conducted by the IJ. S. Committee for
Refugees in 1993 estimated that between 1983 and 1993, l_.3
mil-Iion people had already died through war and rel-ated famine
Sudan

and disease. The United Nations has documented human rights

atrocities and ethnic cl-eansing. The future is bleak for Sudan
where the people have been at war with littl-e respite since they
gained independence from British rure in 1956.
The political

situation belies easy explanation. Brj-ef Iy,
the British ruled the north and south separately. After
independence from British rule, the north assumed control-

and.

imposed strict

Islamic l-aw. The south resisted, wanting
autonomous rule and freedom to practice traditional African or
Christian ways. The Sudan People's Liberation Army (SpLA) formed
to fight against the Government forces. The conflict became more
complicated in 1991 when the SPLA split into two factions. This
weakened the rebel ranks allowing the government forces to drive
more southerners from their homes, killing many and causing many

to flee.
The death to11 surpassed Bosni-a and Somal ia

comb

j-ned, yet

media att.ention has focused elsewhere and Sudan is "the forgotten

tragedy" (Mi11er,

n. d. ) .
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CHAPTER I I

I:

RESEARCH DES IGN A}TD METHODS

Overvl

ew

This chapter discusses the research design and. methods
employed for this stud.y. I begin with a description of the
desigrn. I then describe the interview guide. Finaf f y, I describe
the recruitment of participants.
Research Design

A qualitative exploratory research design employing a miniethnographic approach was used. r refer to this study as miniethnography because immersion intc the Sudanese conrmunity and
exper j-ence was not possihle . spratlley (i 97 g ) def ines ethnography
as learning from people rather than studying them. i assumed a

learner role to gain knowledge about the Sudanese perceptj-on and
experience of social support. In my social work practice, r have
used the collaborative approach rather than assuming the rol-e of
rexpert'- I have learned. from my clients when
I remain open to
what they teach me. Thusr tsn ethnographic approach was familiar
and comfortable for

me.

The purpose of the research was to explore social supports
for Sudanese refugees in Anoka County. f was interested in what

sources of support were available to refugees and I wanted to
gain insight into whether the support was satisfactory.
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Determining sources of support is important, but I was also

interested in the quality of support as perceived by refugees.
I believed that the research design had to be fl-exible enough
to a11ow for individual perceptions, yet at the same time provide
enough structure to gain information about specific sources of
support. There is literature about social support theoryr r€fugee
resettlement, and refugee adaptation to a new environment.
However, the uniqueness of the Sud.anese resettlement experience

in Anoka County, Minnesota had not been a subj ect of previous
research. I wanted to begin documenting the Sudanese experience
for social work literature.
The research guestion I expfored using qualitative research
methods was what sources of social support were availab1e to the
Sudanese in Anoka County, Ivlinnesota that aided them in their
adjustment to a new physical and. cultural environment.
The Sample

Qualitative samples are typically small because of the depth
of information. A large sample was beyond the resources of an
individual student researcher. A homogeneous sample of Sudanese
males was chosen. This sample prevented confusion arising from

gender issues.
Sampling Criteria
The sample for this study consisted of five Sudanese refugees

identi f ied by a key j-nf ormant who was

a

leader in a

Sudanese
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mutual aid association. There were three sampling criteria

applied in selecting the participants:
(1) They were ma1e. Sudanese men had higher 1iteracy rates
than sudanese women that facilitated better
communication between researcher and participant,

(2)

They currently resided or had previously resided in
Anoka County. During the initial

the study, it

(3)

stages of formulating

evident that the Sudanese moved in
and out of Anoka county regularly due to housing and
employment opportunities in other areas.
rne participants had to have English speaking ski11s.
became

Interpreters were found unable to speak significantly
better than the re f ugees were themsel-ves .
Recruj-tment of Resp.oncients
Mutua1 Aid Associations (MAA) are common amongst refugee

communities. There are numerous associations throughout the
Minneapolis/St. Paul area for refugee groups; for example there

are groups for Southeast Asians and Soma1is. There were four
identified Mutual Aids Associations for Sudanese ]ocated 1n Anoka
County. The United Sudanese Association was the group I contacted
to assist me with the identification of prospective participants

for this study.
The Vice-President

of the United Sudanese Association
identified and contacted potential participants. I spoke with

him

about the nature and purpose of my study and asked if he wouLd

be
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willing to contact Sudanese men who might be willing to
participate. He was provided with information sheets describing
the study to give to the potential- participants (See Appendix
for Information sheet). He was also given stamped postcards

G

addressed to my Augsburg College maiLbox for responses. WiIling
and j-nterested recruits provlded their names, address, phone
ntrmber, and time of day to be called on the postcard and the

postcards were mailed to

me.

Data Collection
Data was collected using a semi-structured interview guide

that included closed and open*ende,J guestions with planned probes
(See Appendix H f or intervi ew guide ) . I wanted to al- l-ow f or a
free flowing conversation, yet at the same time I wanted to
gather speciflc j-nformation regarding the guestions in the
interview guide. The guide provided structure and focus while
allowing for f Jexibility for both the interviewer and respond.ent.
The j-nterview guide was developed from the literature

and in

consultati-on with my thesis advisor based on the MultiDimensional support scale (NeuLing and winefield, 1ggg) . The MDSS
is a f l-exible scale that can be adapted f or use with di f f erent
populations . Takeda

) adapted the MDSS for hi s study of
fraqi refugees and based on his adaptation, I used it as a guide
for the study of Sudanese refugees.
(1
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Data.

Collecti-on procedures

The data was collected during one semi-structured, in-person

interview - Respondents were given severaL locat j-on options f or

the interview. Each interview lasted between one to one and

two

hours.

All of the interviews were audiotaped with the consent of the
respondent (See Appendix I for Consent Form). I transcribed the
tapes myseLf so identity was protected.
Notes were taken during the intervi

ew

.

Thi

s was d.one to

assist with deciphering the language, to add to the context of
remarks and to note envj-ronment or interruptions that infl-uenced
the flow of the interview.
Data Anaiysis

During data collection, r began my discovery by l-istening for
themes regarding social- support. As I reviewed each audiotape,
themes were put into note form to be compared to themes heard
during subsequent interviews.

the interviews were completed, content analysis was
prepared in five stages using the followj-ng scheme (Beeman,
When

19e3):

(1)
(21

Preparing the raw field material for content analysis
Developing a general scheme for categorizing the data

(3)

AnaLyzing a subset of cases and further revising and

developing categories and subcategrories
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(4)

comparlng the cases in the subset and prel_iminarily

(s)

identifying dimensions of simil-arities and differences
Adding the remai-ning cases into anarysis and refining
and revising

dj_mensj_ons

The interview tapes were transcribed verbatim. Due to the
expense that was in part related. to the difficulty of deciphering

the Sudanese accent I I transcribed the interview tapes myself
rather than hiring a transcriber. As I transcribed the tapes, I
correlated what I heard to my thoughts at the time of the
lnterview which were written in my field notes. The transcripts
and the notes formed the database for the analysls.
A prel iminary scheme f or catego r )-zing the trans cript s was
developed. There were s j-x areas of inquiry outlined in the

interview guide and the responses from all of the participants
were clustered within each of the six areas including direct
quotations and suilImaries. Themes were preliminarily identified.
Arlalvzing a .(rrhset of

Cases

Two interviews were chosen on which

to focus the initial

anal-ysis; two were chosen due to the sma]L number of lnterviews .
The second and fourth interviews were chosen because I fel-t that
the quality of the interviews differed from the first to the

last, as I

with the interview process.
choosing an earlier one and a later one, T felt it woul_d be a
became more comfortabl-e

By
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realistic refLection of data. These transcripts were read
reread and data aggregated according to theme.

and

Similarity and Difference
Similarities and differences were noted within the six key
areas of inquj-ry. Responses related to themes identified in step
2 were noted.
Steps 3 and 4 were repeated using the remaining three
interviews -

Credibility and Accountability
Much discussion in research texts is devoted to rel-iability
and validity- This is usually regarding quantitative research.
While much of the logic is the same, eudlitative researchers may
use a different approach. Usually a smaller sample is used for
gathering in-depth information that conveys the existence of the
phenomena

being

s

tudj- ed .

A gual i tat ive report

w1l-

I

depl

ct

i-nformation in a format that has detailed observations and
quotations that leave the reader with a sense of the phenomenon.
According to Rubin and Babbie (1997), the point of qualitative
studies is to study and describe things in depth rather than
focus on whether a particular measure is in reality measuring
something specific.
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Qualitative researchers have developed a language of their
own to represent what conventional researchers think of as
reliability and internal- and external validity. Reliability in
qualitative research is coding of data in ways that others can
understand themes and arri-ve at similar conclusions. fnternaL

validity is corroboration of results to add to credibility.
ExternaL val-idity is generalization of findings to other
subjects, which is modest in qualitative research (Rudestam and
Newton, 7992) . This study was coded in a systematic manner of
five stages to provide reliability. A peer reviewed the

transcripts to provid.e for internal val,idity. Due to the
sample, external validity is nominal_.

small_

The study was conducted systematically to maximize

accountability. Socia1 support was identified from the
perspective of the respondents to maximize credibility
1993)

(Beeman,

.

ions o f t,he S tudy
This research has three limitations:
(1) This study had a smalr, homogeneous
Liml tat

(2)

sampre

so these

results cannot be general_ized.
This study was not longitudinal and it is likely that
refugee perceptions wilr change over time as they have
more experiences in their new environment and with the
new culture.
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(3)

There may have been misunderstandings by both the

researcher and participants because of the language

barrier.
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CHAPTER

TV:

FINDINGS

Overview

This chapter has three sections. The first

section describes

Anoka County, Minnesota and the arrivaL of Sud.anese refugees to

the County. The second section describes the parti-cipants .
last section focuses on the participants' responses to the

The

interviews.

ArrivaL of the

Sudanese

Africans represent more than 25 percent of the worldrs 13.s
million refugees and asylum seekers, yet they represent a smal-J
proportion of refugees allowed into the United States. The totalof

rican refugees annual ly admitteci to the United SEates
from 7992 to L99'7 t the time period related to this study, was
7r000. The total number of refugees annually admitted during
that same time was as high as tll, 000.
number

Af

The United States began to resettle refugees from Sudan only

as recently as L992, the year 113 Sudanese were admitted from
camps in Kenya - None of the initial Sudanese refugees came to
Minnesota.

In 1993, 31049 refugees from all parts of the world settled
in Minnesota; of that.number, 6 were from Sudan. From 1993
through !997, 249 Sudanese refugees arrived in Minnesota;
Sudanese

settled in Anoka County. During that

same

65

time period
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in Anoka County, 138 Bosnian, 180 Soviet, and 16 Vietnamese
refugees arrived.
Anoka County
Anoka County is located. in the northwestern corner of the

greater metropolitan area of the Twin Cities of Minneapolis/St.
Paul, Minnesota. Isanti County bord.ers it on the north, by
Chisago and Washington Counties on the east, by Ramsey and
Hennepin Counties on the south, and hy Hennepin and Sherburne
Counties on the west (See Appendix J for Map of Minnesota

It is the fourth largest geographlc area ln the

Counties) -

state.
Anoka County is comprised primarily of a flat sand plain.

Approximately five percent cf the county's 430 square miles are
covered with water. Anoka County has taken advantage of its

natural environment by developing 18 parks encompassing over
8, 000 acres

In

.

t the population was est j-mated to be 286 t 67 3. It is
estimated that the county will experience a 22 percent growth in
population and households between 1990 and 2000. Anoka County is
L991

the fourth most densely poputated county in the state.
The maj ority of Anoka' s population is White. populat j-ons of
color accounted for 3.4 percent of the residents in 1gg0. There
are some indicators that there is a growing diversity in the
population that will be documented in the 2000 IJ. S. Census.
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Anoka's most prevalent populations of coLor appear to

be

Asian/Pacific fslanders and Hispanics. There continues to be an
influx of refugees and lmmigrants with different languages and
cultures. These are not large populations and. are currently
primarily of persons from Eastern Europe and those with
Hispanic languages. fn a 1999 Adult Telephone Survey, 43 percent
of the residents identified racial and ethnic prejudice as a
ma j or or moderate communi ty probl- em.
composed

Anoka county is part of a rapidly growing greater

metropolitan community that creates a greater demand for public
services - Readily availabl-e transportation and. the l-ack of

affordable housing are concerns.
cs o f the part i cipants
Ten post cards were returned from Sudanese refugees
interested in being interviewed for this study. of those ten, six
were living in Anoka County; three of them were successfully
reached by phone and interviews were schedu1ed. Follow-up post
Characteri

s ti_

cards were sent to the others, but none responded. Fo]Iow-up
phone calls were then placed; one phone was disconnected., two

not returned, and one man was out of the country
for three months - The key informant was contacted. in person. He
subsequently identified two more participants and phone ca1ls
were placed to schedule the interviews. Three interviews were
messages were

conducted at the participant's residences and two interviews were
conducted in a church office.
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Five Sudanese men participated in this study: Thomas, pau1,
Peter, John, and James. Many Sudanese used their Christian names
when they came to the United States rather than Sudanese first
nalnes.

The physical- appearance of the men contrasts starkly from

citizens in Anoka County. Power and Shandy (1gg8) describe
refugees from Sudan as "generally ta11, thin, and extremefy dark-

skinned." Thomas, Peter, and PauJ bear gar: long cauterized scars
on their cheeks, marks made during a traditional coming-of-age
ceremoilY.

The participants were young when they arrived. Most Sudanese

do not know their exact age, but migration statistics

show that

sudanese refugees are a i/oung group, primarily maLe. The

participants stated they were between the ages of 20 and 40 years
when they arrived. John, dt age 40, would be considered an elder
in

Sudan.

All of the participants had lived j-n refugee camps in Kenya
or Ethiopia while awaiting approval to be admitted to the United
States.

particj-pants arrived in the United States in Lgg|.
Four of the men initially
resettled in states other than
All

f ive

Minnesota. None of the men had family members with them when they

arrived.

the only refugee interviewed who resettled in
Anoka County immediately upon arrival to the United States from
the refugee camp.
James was
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lilhen the Sudanese came to the United States, they entered

a

ltime machine'. They left a nomadic society and entered the
computer age. What was available to help these five men meet the
challenges of adjustment to a new culture?
Introduction of Findings
The refugees were first asked to describe the greatest
chaLlenges they faced when they came to Anoka County. The
participants then responded to inquiry about social support they
have found in Anoka County from four different sources. The
lnquiry was made in the foLlowing order: family and relatives;
other African f riend.s,' American f riends; American
sponsors and social service agencies. The responses are

Sudanese and

discussed starting with the area of most support in descending

order to the Jeast support.
FinafIy, the respondents were asked to describe social
support in Sudan.
Challqnges
The responses varied with each participant.

For Thomas, the

challenge was the f act that his wi f e di,C not understand Engli_sh,
"someone calls on the phone and she doesn, t und.erstand.,,. For

Peter, the chal-1enge was f inding housing. For Paul, the
was being alone in a city. For ,John, the challenge was :

chal-1enge
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WeLl, I think most of it comes from the fact that in America,
the idea of village has been done away. Almost every litt1e
trading centers are literaIly turned into cities. That
concept of village is instilled in Afri-cans and you d.on, t
find that here. Not just in Anoka County, but any place they
reside or they resettle, they don,t see vi1lage, they only
see everything is a city, even if it is smalL. What Lfrey
a villaqe, it is still called a city. So the concept of ta]I
communal vil-lage l1fe is for here the hard.est thi-ng for
people to adjust to.
Eor James, the challenge was'.payi-ng the biLrs, getting
debts " . However an even grreater chal lenge f or James was :
The ruIes, knowing the area, the culture. At first, I thought
maybe because, you know, the people within Anoka County are
not that much friendly. Maybe some part of the area, but you
can stay in the same apartment and you don,t know your
neighbors. You don t ' know who they are and from where I came
it is dif ferent. We are so social-. you have to know your

neighbor or any stranger in your area the same day. you have
to get to know them, as k thern, go wi th them, you know,
invited them in youl: place, you know, share in everything
together which is more different than here. That is the hard
part that r found when r first got here.
The challenges iterated led to the inquiry about support

available. Where did these men get help and f rom whom coul-d they
rely on for support to meet these charlenges?
Social

Suppor.L

Sudanese Friends

The greatest source of support cited was from other Sudanese.

All five respondents cited examples of social support received
from and given to other Sudanese refugees. Mutual- assistance was
noted in the areas of housing, transportation, child care,
interpreting, employment, and social-izing.
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Peter said that if you have somethlng that another Sudanese
needs, you offer it to them, even if you don't know them. He
stated that four different southern Sudanese tribes represented

in Anoka County, which would be at polit.ical odds in Sudan, have
put those di f f erences as ide and he Ip each other . paul- s aid,
Yes, if I have something, they can come to me and telI me
that I need this and that thing I have , I can give it to
you...They I other sudanese ] cannot tell you that [no ] ; onry i f
I've got nothing for ITr€r then you can telI ffie, tI donrt have
that', but if they have something, they can give me.
Recent estimates of aviilable housing in the Twin cities
metro area are l-ess than 1 percent so housing is difficul-t for

all

l-ow- j-ncome

populations. Each respondent gave an example of
mutual help with housing.
Thomas related,
.

if I don't get an apartmentr we can 1ook for an
apartment. Sometime my wife can stay in another apartment
until I can find one. tIf other Sudinese can't find housingl,
"they can keep their things here while they look for an
apartment...I go all day with them to look for an apartment.
Sometime

Peter became quite discouraged when he looked for housing in
Anoka County and for a time was without a place to live for
hirnself and his family. However, they stayed. with a Sud.anese
family in a one-bedroom apartment with eight people living there

including Peter's f amiIy, until he found. his own housing.
'James spoke of problems he had when he helped Sudanese with
hous i*9,
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I know there are a lot o f prcbl em that I have to gro and. tal k
to landIord, Iet them understand our cuJture, the way we
l-iver so different...They don't know who we are when I first
came and then I had to sponsor all those people to l-ive with
me in my home. I bought a three bedroom mobil-e home and then
we all l-ive there and they think maybe we are gangs or
whatever, because they don't und,erstand our culture, that
maybe 5, 1 0 people can l- ive in thi s smal- I room. So they don, t
understand and I tal k to manager . I explain to the *arriger
what is going orrr but neighbors are kind of very suspicious
and that is the only time r had a problem with them.
Public transportation is limited in Anoka County. The
participants each related stories of mutual assistance with
transportation. peter reported that i f sud.anese need
transportation, those who have cars help those who do not. His
friends have taken his wife to appointments when he is
unavailable to take her. Thomas said, t*Sometime if I donrt
a car, T can cal-I someone to take me to the store or the

have

hospital". James said.,
I just want to help them. But in fact in direct help like say
transportat j-on, sometimes when I am not home, they help to
pick up my wife to get them to hospital or for appointment.
That i s what I appreci ate f rom them. They do that a l-ot f or
me- If my car break down, I contact them and they pick me up
so we do that to each other, whether you are reLative or
friends, among ourselves we do that.
Two men related that they have received help with chil-d care
from Sudanese friends. When Peter was attending school, the
child care . Thomas said, ..yeah, i f I
sometime have a problem, if I like to gto to work, I know if I
need care for my child, I can take my child to my other Sudanese
to stay until- I come back".
Sudanese people provided

socializing is an aspect of sociaL support

among the
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Sudanese. PauI stated,

r have my friends here, near me...r wirl_ go and make
conversation and they will come here to my apartment just

now

make conversat j-on and we try to help each other. Thati s why
like it [Anoka County] because I am being with my friends.

I

said, "Yesr w€ spend time if we don,t work. We talk
about Americans, what we love here, and school and what we need..,,
Thomas

The respondents gave examples of other types of assistance,

related, "They can take my wife and interpret and sometime
they come to her and she can cal- I somebody who knows how to speak
and read." Paul related, "Like money. rf someone come to me an6
Thomas

tell me that I need this and r have the money, I can give some
money to him or her." James related, t'...we are still united so
whoever has problem with job, whateverr w€ help each other to get

a job, to take them to work, f ind them whateve r.,,
John addressed the difficulties associated with mutual help
among the Sudanese. He said,
It is a not very easy to see such kind of support amongst
refugees because each one of them is really it.,-rgqling to
understand what is around himself. Even if they wanted to,
they don't have the means and the ability to. ifrey don't have
the resources to support each other cuz each one of them are
almost on the same leveI...say, like this, were living on
welfare, they practically get the same check for
the number
o f f ami Iy members, whatever the equal f ami 1y members... They
get the same check. It is only when they stlrt working for
themselves that the di f f erence becomes cl-ear . But even then,
they are most of them are working low paying jobs and they
don't have extra surplus of money to Oispenie- and give out or
help other people they would wani to.
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John concluded saying, t*But generally there is a communlal
concern to help others. ,,
James al-so addressed

the difficulties

of providing social-

support mutually among the sudanese. He said,

rn Anoka County is it hard to build within
most
people live in apartments and are far away.because
Maybe a few
people doing that, maybe two families, two frilnds, you know,
who are in the same apartment or the same huilding. ir* sure
they did the same thing...but now that we are aI I afrart
together, not close together, it is kind of hard
practj,ce
that kind of behavior. I knew I went to Fargo, I to
found,
I
think, more than ten Sudanese in one building. They do the
same thing, womens, five of them going to *oit in the
morning, the rest will be taking t ia= of others who are gone
and when the rest come back, then they wil1 take care of the
other kids and the rest will be going to work.
So they share,
same thing... I living close togethei] it would be much easier.
American Friends
The second largest source of social- support was from American
friends. Al-1 five men cited e>ramples of support they have

received from Americans. All five reported making friends through
churches although churches were not the only place where they
forged American friend.ships

.

Paul related,

I have friend from church...Yeah, they have helped me. They
helped me about money. one day my .ir has p.otl-em. when
r
went to her, r tel- I her I have no money and r want to take
car to repairs and [she] give me some money.

my

Paul went on to say that in regards to his American friends,
support is mutual and reciprocal-, "Yeah, my American friend come

to

me and

they need something and I have this thing t r can let
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her take that things . I f they are lucky, I can do it to her or to
him. "

rel-ated, "Yes, sometime in my church. yeah, they
helping me sometime. Sometime they buy c1othes...We talk about what
it is like here, about your country...what your country is 1ike.,,
Peter, too r cited examples of help he has received from
Thomas

American friends from church. The Pastor helped him find housing.
Church friends helped furnish his apartment. If his church

friends

of a need, they offered assistance to him
and his famj-ly. He was told to calL them whenever he has car
became aware

problems. When Peter had trouble with hls car, his American
church friends bought an engine and herped him fix it.

of a close frlendship he has developed with
American whom he met at schooL:
James spoke

an

...especia11y the one in s choo 1 . We cal l each other when we
have homework,. we have to do by phone . We vi s i t each other .
Sometimes when the school- is doner w€ organize a
of
party to come together. They come and visit me; sort
r go to
their home visit them. If they have anything Iike birthday,
whatever, they sometimes invite us and then we sometimes *e

invite them, sharing the some thing together.
James went on to sdy,
But one of my friend, he's rear my best friend. Hers
American. Yeah, r can remember he help me a lot. Like
sometimes he just come home and buys stuff and bring in my
home and he helps me in various way, giving rides to p€r 1ite
to go to work, Iike where to apply, what to do, how to get
along with others, how the system goes . That, s a big help...But
still we visit each otherr sometimes fix my computer, teach
me what to do in computers, aL1 those, show me a lot of
stuff.
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James defined friendship

and mutual giving by sayj-ng,

Just what I do is...show my appreciation. Friendship is not
giving something. Friendship is a part of your how you, how
you have coflImon thing to share together. But one shou1d give
or the other should Iose, ei ther one, you l_os e or you grirr,
either one. so it is not going to be the same way.
John spoke of a support that is not material-. He discussed

the fact that refugees are fleeing civil strife, not economic
disaster. What American friends have offered is a sense of peace.
He said that Americans have known peace and they have offered
that peace to the Sud.anese refugees.
A'merican sponsgrs and

social service

Agencie.g

The third largest source of support cited was from sponsors

and agencies. Several examples of positive support and several
examples of negative support were presented. OnIy one participant

had a sponsor from Anoka County.

positive experi-ence with sociaJ agency help was the
sponsorship from World Relief that James received. He told the
story as foll-ows:
The most

r didn't know who r was going to meet in the airport. rn
fact, all r knew r am going to meet war Relief, yor know, the
agency. And they are going to meet staff from War Rel-ief, but
I don' t know somebody here wi lIing to help rTr€ r but when I get
in the airport, I find two people in the aj-rport waiting for
IrI€r plus hlar Re1ief staff and they asked me and we talked
brief and they say they want to help me to stay with them and
I say fine. And it was fine. They are a very nice family. We
spend good time with them until we are cl-ose to each other...it
is very trusting, You know, to see someone willing to offer
his own time to help somebody he doesn,t know. r mean a
stranger, you never know how they are, their behavior, maybe
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the people good. It is just like taking a risk, but they
a wonderful j ob. I appreciate what they have done to me.
Paul also spoke of a positive experience he had which was in

done
a

hospital:
I went to hospital, I was in conversation with some that
is why I teII you that r know some from hospital. They come
to my room and make conversation and interrie* like tfris and
that is encourageable.

When

Peter mentioned welfare from the government. They
have received cash assistance, food stamps, and medical
Thomas and

assistance- Thomas, Peter, and PauL received help with school
for English as a second Language instruction.
John spoke negligibly of social- service agencies. He said, '.f
don't see any public systrem being all-eviating my own concerns of

whatever." He was discouraged because,
I came to this country well prepared to work...professionally
was say I was not accepted because I can [not ] pract j-ce my I
prof ession - I am required cond.itions of improvement...so this
condition to go through a various trainers proced.ure to 1€ r r
think, is a professionar discriminator.
Thomas

spoke of raw enforcement as a negative social agency

because it is different than in sudan. He acknowledged that now

that he lives here, he must abide by our raws. He said,
Here in America the women support is not the same in Sudan
because here, for example, if my wife, if we are fighting in
Sudan, nobody comes in and my wife, nobody can support her.
No government come. Some people comer so here, people are
fighting in their home, the women go support by
women, s
sheJter. f n Sudanr rlo. You won' t get...women donl t the
gto away.
sometime someone come to the home. sometime I call the
police - You can be arrested. rt can be dif f j-cul-t.
So you stay
the two month in the j ai1 .
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Fami

Iy and Rel at,ives
The next largest area of social support was family and

relatj-ves.

Two respondents spoke about support

given, but not
received- The support cited was in the form of filing affidavits
for family members to join them in the united states.
,James and John were the first members of their famil_ies to
come to the United States and both of them brought other family
members to join them. James said,
some of my cous j-ns, brother-in-Lawr rtry brother. r was the
f irst one here. r brought alL of thern..r help a lot of my
family and friends that I send them an affidavit for them to
come to the IJ. S . and they settle with me . Provide them mea1,
same thing that my sponsor done to rTr€r I just give back to
them. I let everybody stay with me for three months without
paying anything to save money t o move by himself so they get
independent, , I help abor:t rough 1y 20 individuaL as relatj_ves
and then I help more than 10 fr om friends, just people I
know... I don't help them for gra teful. I just help them
because I had the opportunity t o be the first person here, I
just help them, not to get a re turn f rorn them.
John also helped bring others to the IJ. S . He originally

settled in Fargo, North Dakota so relatives he brought here live
in that city. He has one rel at ive in Arro ka County where he now
lives.

John said,

Yeah, the things is basically I came to Fargo so most of my
family members that came through me end.ed up in Fargo. And
the only person that I have here is James, who is my brotherin-law. So yeah, personally mutual exchange of assiitance
here and there, he's the one person that has helped me. Say I
don' t have a vehicle and when he d.oesn, t have, he helps me
with his and sometimes I help him with mine. It, s a mutual
help basis how I do it with James.
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Other African Friends
The next largest source of social support was from other

Africans - James and John were the only two respondents who spoke
of social- support f rom other Af ricans . Thomas, peter, and paul

did not receive support from other African groups or individual-s
from other African nations.
John did not cite any specific exampl-es of support he has

received from other Africans, but rather spoke hypothetically
about this area of support:

It wouldn't matter Ifrom which African nation a person
livedl , hut it depends on di f f erent cultural- setting.
Af rica
has 53 countries, each one of those has a different cultural
setting- They may not be exactly the same. Therers a lot of
similarities between sudanese, Ugandans, Kenyans,
but there's Tanzanians and some people from u.=ternSomalis,
But still there is there are a l-ot of different way Africa.
interpreting those c(f,Irunonalties in terms of helpirrg.of But
generally there is a conrmunial concern to help others.
James addressed support from other Africans more
speci fically:
Yeah, I have Ethiopian friends, Somalis friends...Sudanese and.
other African groups, they are fine; they
have
problem- It is one to one relationship. wedonrt
don' t have group
relationship groing to the other qroup of African
But we have one on one rel-ationship. So you get inrefugees.
yorrr own
relationship with other refugees *ho are from Africa.
But
within the Sudanese who are not from my trihe, not from
region, not from my c1an, there are a lot of different my
relationship when you talk African or you talk Sudanese.
Within the Sudanese there are some peopte who dislike
each
other, they don' t call f riend. That is within the Sud.anese.
But when you talk of Sudanese and other African group, they
cooperate. Like Ethiopian, they have their night-ctut
where all the Afrj-can go to their c1ub. They go to thearea,
Ethiopian restaurants, they go to Somalis .*itaurant, no
matter where they come from, it doesn, t matter, But within
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the Sudanese there is a big loop of disliking each other.
And within the Somali group, they have the sime thing.
ltlithin the Somal i, they have a l-ot o f probl em, but *hen they
are facing other African, they are united...Same thing with
Ethiopian. The most different between the African qioup is
based on religion, politics within Africa, regiorr=, etfinic,
those are the differences between the African groups.
Socia1 Support in

Sudan

Each respondent gave an example of social support as it is

provided in Sudan from his individual experience and perspective.
Thomas spoke of marriage and the economy. t'So if r marr j-ed,
you marry by cows. You are not married by money...The relative pay
for you because it is your time to marry. They help you with the
cows to get married." Parents make the marriage decision and

- Thomas said, 't You do not decide f or yourseL f . your
parents }ooking f or the girl that i s grood f or you and then you
can marry...If they like this girI, ihey make an agrreement.,,
Thomas also spoke about medical care and the economy. He said.
that there is no insurance in Sudan. "You can go to the hospital
arrangements

and pay your money. Your relatives give you money, or they give

you a cow to get money and you can give it to the medical . ,,
Thomas gave another example of social support that is
provided by the family. He said,

If you fightr Irothing wiLl- be done, because in our culture if
there is fighting we wil-l go back to our home...because we are
family, your cousin come...or a dozen people come. Iriomen don, t
go away, stay j-n the home or stay in your brother home...Say
there is a problem like this, you can get your cows...r can get
my cows or they 'give them to the chi l_dren .
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Paul talked about support received in Sudan from family and
friends. However, he expanded on the concept of family:

fn our culturer w€ used to say that one is my brother. Not
the same mother or father, but you come from the same region
or the same village, you can say that he is my brother. Now
to you I can say that you are my sister if I k.row you and
you know fiI€r I can say you are my sister. Very good. thing to
have because even your friend. you can call- him that he i; my
brother. The people, they are brethren.
Paul- concluded his descriptlon of support in Sudan saying,
t'Even when we were

in Africa in Sudanr w€ share everything
together - r can let you take something and you can l-et me take
something-" Peter corroborated PauI's description. He said that
in Sudan, help is given to everyone in the cofirmunity: relatives,
friends, even those you don't know. It, is the Sudanese culture to
offer what you have to anyone in need.
James described the communal way of life and. support. He
said that Sudan'society is based on social]-sm, ..you help each
other. You build your rel-ationship within your tribe. you have
relatj"ves that can heIp...it is your rel-ative who has to be
responsibl-e for your care, " He went on to say that senj-ors and
the disabled are exceptions who can be helped by churches. James
spoke about the vital role the 'community' plays in providing
social support:
Because we have a community, it is not a one person raising
his own family, but a community raising famities. rf
something happened to rt€r if I were to be in Sudan , I am not
going to call my brother who is far away, but I have
to go to
my neighbor who is next door to me has to be responsible for
what happened to me and share all what I have. Now in that
way when something happen, when the first person who can help
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is your neighbor, then your neighbors knows your relatives

and then the neighbors wil-l go to your rerative or your
nearest friends and then your friends will gto to your
relative and then they will come together and solve the
issue.

also spoke about raising children in the community:
so if you have your child and you go to work ]ike here, if
you go to work you have to take your child to day care, but
in sudan where r grow up you just send your chird to the
neighbor. Your neighbor will care for the chi1d, give feeding
the child, bath, and everything...The neighbor has io
discipline the child accord.ing to what the coilrmunity want
your child to raise...then you know that the neighbor or the
adults are not home, You calL the kids of your neighbors to
come together and eat with you and you do whatever possible
you can do f or them whi l-e thei r parents are not there...that , s
why when we're grown up, we get our support from everybody,
from every coilrmunity...that kind of life took away a l-ot of
depression because child has to be discipl-ined iV everybody.
James

John corroborated Jarnes' description of sociaL support in
Sudan,

weLl, the sociar support in sudan is rike most of the
nej-ghboring countries in east Africa. It is basically family
support. It is conmunity support...Basically everyone look oul
for each other's systems. You can go to your brother or your
cousin and ask whatever you don't have, If they have it, they
j ust give it to you...You are not obl- igated. He ian, t demand,.
it's not a right. But naturally, every person cultura]ly feel
that's the way it is.
iummary

The primary source of support for Sudanese refugees in Anoka
County was Sudanese friends. These men came alone to the United

States so relati-ves and family were not avai1able to them;
however, in Sudan famlIy and rel-atives are the primary and first
source of support.
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The second largest source of support was American f riend.s,
most of whom were associated with churches. In Sudan, the
communlty and neighbors are a source of support; however, in
Anoka County, the Sudanese have not been abl-e to live in cl-ose

proximity to each other and thus, have not been able to provide
the same type of support.
Sources of support in addition to friends were avail-able to

lesser

: sponsors, social service agrencies, other (nonsudanese) African friends, and rel-atives.
degree

a
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CHAPTER

V:

DI SCUSS I ON

oF FINDINGS zu[D IMPLI CAT I oNS

Overvi

ew

This chapter discusses the findings of this study, identifies
themes that emerged, and refl-ects on the implicat,ions for social
work practice, Policy, and research, Five Sudanese refugee men
identified sources of social support that they found. in Anoka
County- They discussed social support found in Sudan. Their
stories reflected the difficulties of adjusting to 1ife in a new
country; yet, there was no bitterness or anger in their word.s.
They have persevered and generously given of themsel-ves to

others.
Although the experiences and. exampLes provided by the
Sudanese refugees in this study do not reflect the totaL Sud.anese
experience, much can be rearned from these five
Cu,Iture Shpck

men.

Cult,ure shock is addressed in refugee literature.
Brown
(1982) found there are specific issues coilrmon to al1 refugees
durj-ng the process of fliqht, resettlement, and. acculturation

that transcend ethnicity. one of the
identified was culture shock.

cornmon

problems he

The culture shock was greater for the Sudanese refugees than
encountered by refugees who came from countries with similar

cultures and values to America. These

men came from

a country
where marriages were arranged, cattle measured wealth, and life
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tasks were shared in vi]lages. They lived a nomadj-c 1ife, moving
freely and frequently. Their l-ives were subsistence based and
moving around was not hampered by material goods or ruLed by
housing and employment opportunities. They took their homes,

their vilIages, and their vocations with them. Al-most everything
they encountered upon arrival to Anoka county differed from their
existence in Sudan. The terrai-n, the climate, the language, the
food, the community, money, virtually nothing was the same.
Imagine for a moment coming to Anoka County in the state of
Minnesota from Sudan. rt is winter and you have come from a warm

climate where there is no snow. one refugee was guoted stating
that he thought snow was "sug'ar". Imagine comj-ng to America in

a

"sky boat" when your primary means of transportation had been by
foot - Think ahout being told by authorities that you need a
social security number when you come from a place where births
are not recorded- Think about dealing with cash when you used. to
bargain in cattle. And then think about the work ethlc in
America and being told you have to 'get a job' when your day used.
to be monitored by the sun, not a clock and your days were spent
herding cattl-e - Think of being set up in an apartment when you
used to live in a village where you knew everyone. Arrd finaf Iy,
think about hearing peopl e tal k in word.s you cannot recogn tze .

This is culture shock.
The magniLude of the shock was immense. Each of the

participants in this study identi f ied one or more examp1es of
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cul-ture shock - They spoke about adj ustments they have had to
in language, hous ing, employment r rnErri age, and f ami Iy l- i f e .

cited

make

They

of di f f erences between Sudanese culture
and American culture. There were language barriers r d new system
of economy, housing, and the need to seek employment. John
identified the source of adjustment difficuLties when he saj-d,
't j-n America, the idea of viLlage has been done away. ,, Their
n'umerous examples

social support system was missing.
At a Conference of East African Refugee Service provid.ers
heLd in Arlington, Virginia in JuIy 1gg4, a discussion was held
about the cross-cultural differences that presented the grreatest
challenge for Soma1i and. Sudanese refuqees. The sunrmary of
responses listed the forlowing: employment, family, language,

general religious and cultural practices, and basic concepts
concerning responsibility, indivldual ri_ghts, and the
differential between perceived views of Ameri-ca before they

arrived and reaLity. One conf erence attendee said, r.Everything
here is di f f erent ! " The Sudanese refugrees intervi-ewed f or this
study corroborated, the conference findings.
rn 1975, the IJ. s- government adopted a policy of dispersing
Indochinese refugees throughout the united states. without social
support systerns, culture shock was great and. accuLturation
difficult- What occurred was \internal migration, where people

other out to establish ethnic enclaves where they
were able to establish social support systems of their own. The
sougrht each
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this pattern in Ancka County. peter said
he was al-one and no one visited him in Sioux FaIIs so he migrated
to Anoka to be with other Sudanese. Thomas said that when he came
to Ameri-ca, "r am a10ne." He moved to Anoka to be with friend.s.
Sudanese have repeated

Paur sai-d, " r have my f ri ends here, near me . ,,
A phenornenon that Brown (1982 ) noted was the f ormation of
organizations by refugees to help ot,her refugees of the same

ethnicity- These groups are called Mutua1 Aid or Mutua]
Assistance Associations (MAA) . Sudanese in Anoka County have done
that very thing. The Sudanese man who helped to recruit
participants for this study was a member of one group, Unj-ted
Sudanese

in Minnesota (USM) ,

James and John have each formed

a

group: Sudanese Women, Child,ren, and Disabled Association (SWCDA)
and social organi zarion Development Agency (soDA) . Thomas spoke
of these groups; Peter spoke about yet another group that he was

helping to organize to help the Sudanese who had not l-ef t sudan.
The establishment of immigrant orgranj- zaLions is often the only
mealfs avail-abIe to migrants for survival in their new environment
(Sharaf, 1994).
To alleviate cuLture shock and. taccul-turative stress, ,
refugree Literature has mentioned socj-al support as a coping
mechanism- Howeverr social workers have not fu11y developed

social support as an intervention for d.irect social work practice
with refugees. Focus is primarily on employment, housing, and
language education, factors believed to indicate rself
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sufficiency'which is the immediate goal of resettl-ement agencies
for refugrees.
If social workers were interested in using social support as
an interventi-on, then it woul-d behoove workers to exami-ne social
support in the country o f origln o f re fugees . What can be l- earned
and perhaps replicated to aid the refugee in his new environment?
Social Support in

Sudan

or themes emergred f rom the discussion of support in
sudan. The first theme was that in sudan, people live a communal
village lif e - ,John said, "ThaL concept of vil-Iagre is instilled in
Two maj

Africans and you don't f ind that here.,, Cu]tural standards are
uniform 1n the village and all members of the conmunity conform
to and perpetuate village standards and values. James said,
"Because we have a community, it is not one person raisingr his
family, but a community raising families. " rn sud.an you can rely

on your nej-ghborr your rel-atives, all- who l-ive in your vil1age.
'James related that in Amerj-ca, many people do not even know their
neighbors. This is not true in sudan. James said, ..you have to
j-ghbor or any stranger in your area the same
day. ,,
The. second theme that emerged is that in sudan, you always

know your

help

ne

in need if you are abfe. rt is not acceptable to say
no - Paul said, "They cannot tell- you that [no1 . only if il
ve got
nothing for fiI€r then you can tell me that r I don, t have that, ,
someone

but if you have something", then you give it. one does not need
to ask 1n Sudan' rf you see someone in need, even if you donrt

5l

or herr lou give if you have something to give. John and
James both said that in Sudan this is done without recognition;
the person helped may not even know who helped them and help is
know him

given without an expectation of gratitude.
The social- system as it existed. in Sudan is lost in Amerlca

in both respects I there is no 'village'
giving aL1 one has to those in need.

and there is no value of

Social Support in Anoka County
The greatest source of support for the Sudanese refugees in
this study was other Sudanese. The support was in the form of
tangible and emotional support. Sharaf (1gg4) found that Sudanese
rnigrants l ived with other

Sudanes

e unt i l- they f ound j obs .

The

in this study lived with others untiL they got housing.
Sharaf said that some Sudanese reported that the main type of
Sudanese

assistance received was "valuabl-e information,, from other
migrants -

The Sudanese in this study spoke of talking with other

in order to share knowledge about American cuLture.
Thomas said, 'tWe talk about Americans, what we love here, and^
Sudanese

school, and what we need.. ,,
rn Sudan, the primary source of support was fam11y. None of
the five participants in this study had family members or
relatives living in Anoka County when they arrived. They relied
on their Sudanese friends and attempted. to replicate villagre
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support, which was very difficult
proximity.

due to lack of residential

The intervi ew included an expl-oration o f support f rom other

African groups and African Amerj-cans. I wanted to discover
whether there was a Pan-African network of support such as exists
among the Pacific Asian population in the Minneapolis-St. paul
Twin cities area. There was none. r had heard rrumors, of
conflict between Somali and African American groups and read of
fiqhting in schools between the groups. None of the participants

reported conf 1ict, but ne j-ther did they report any cooperation
'James said that one to one relationships exist, but not group
interacti-on.

.

This study has reveaLed social- support as it exists in Anoka
County as perceived. by flve Sudanese refugees. This is a smal1,
but important foundation of informatlon for establishing
effectj-ve ways to support the 'strangers in our midst,. Finally,
then, what are the imprications of these findings?
rmpricati-ons for practice, pol_icy, and Research

Practice Implicati_ons
Sociai- workers interested in refugees are worklng with
populations that have l-eft their countries of origin under

- Refugees are coping with acculturative stress as they
navi gate about a new environment . The impl i cat i-ons o f thi s soc j_al
duress
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support study with Sudanese offer social workers an interventlon
strategy and method for easing the adaptive process.

Social Workers should first look to the refugee community for
family members and relatives to englage as team members for ctient
ass j-stance. They shoul-d then engage other members of the same
ethnic group to assist refugee c1ients with sel f -determination :
achieving the goals the refugees establish with the support of
whom they

want involved. The Sudanese men in this study indicated

that in Sudan they first relied on family and relatives for
support- If they were not availabl-e or unabJe to he1p, the next
sources were neighbors and others who lived in the same village.
Social workers should use non-traditionaf, less formal- supports

with Sudanese cl_ients.
The theme of village life

emerged cl-earIy

in the findlngs.

social workers can help establ-ish social support networks amongst
the sudanese community. rn spite of the fact that villages cannot
be replicated geographically, much can be done to strengthen the
culture of support as it existed within a vil-Iagre. This approach
honors the Sudanese way of tife rather than insisting that the
Sudanese adhere

strictly

to social supports estahlished from

an

American perspective.

Policy Implications
Dispersi-ng refugees to various parts of the united states to
maximize assimiLation and reduce the burdens on any one community
have been ineffective. rt has been shown during various waves of
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refugee resettl-ement that refugees will gravitate toward each
other. Being with familiar people eases the stress of
acculturatj-on and coping with tremendous Ioss. The United States

is becoming more diverse and there is growing acceptance of
different cultures. The idea of the rmel-ting pot, i-s weakened.
This produces less need to force refugees to give up their ways
and adopt American ways. Therefore, a policy of resettlement of
ethnic groups in a close geographical- area should be encouraged.

Resettlement agencies should become specialized, providing

assistance for a particular refugee group rather than any and aLl
refugees. This would enhance services by not spreading the
resources of any one agency so thinly.

Social workers should s eek grant money and government f und.ing
for Mutual Aid Associations. The literature shows that refugree
groups want to help themselves and as experts on their own lives

best to help themselves and their coilrmunities.
Research Implicatipns
know how

There is a vast amount of research to be d,one regarding
Sudanese refugees. A search

of existing Iiterature revealed a
scarcity of research about African refugees, a lack of research
about Sudanese refugees, and insufficient research about social
support for refugees of all ethnlc origins.
Studies need to be conducted that go beyond identifying the
cul-ture of support and existing socj-aI supports to determine

which, if dny, tPpes or sources of social support ease the
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adaptation of refuqees. More specifically, if social- support,s are
found to be effective, then research should be conducted to
determine which special refugee needs are met through social
support and again by which tlpes or sources.
The fact that the Sudanese refugee population is sma1l

when

to other refugee groups should not be cause for
overl-ooking their presence in our midst in the United States or
in Anoka County, Minnesota. Accepting refugees from war torn
compared

areas of the world provides Americans with the opportunity to
share the peace and the wealth of our nation. More importantly,

the 'strangers in our midst' provide us the opportunity to Jearn
about the strengrths and richness of a culture that could add to
the ri-chness of Americans lives and conrmunities.
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HOW ONE BECOMES A REFUGEE
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HOW ONE ES ADh{ITTED TO U}{[TED STATES
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HOW ONE IS ADMITTED TO TIT{ITED STATES
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. Note: This map was designed to provide readers with a simple geographical
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Appendix c
INFORMATION SHEET
You are invited to participate in a study of social support for Sudanese refugees living in
Anoka County. The study is being conducted by Leslie Anderson, a student at Augsburg
College, for a Master of Social Work thesis requirement.

What is the DurDose of the studv?
The purpose of the study is to discover what social supports are available to Sudanese
refugees living in Anoka County. I am interested in who has been helpful, what has been
helpful, and what more could be provided.

What wouldJou be asked to do?

If you decide to participate in the study, you will be interviewed for about one (1) how
about your experience as a refugee settling in Anoka County. You will be asked questions such
as has anyone been helpful to you and in what way?
The interview will be conducted at your home or some other mutually agreed upon place
at your convenience. You will be interviewed by Leslie Anderson with the assistance of an
interpreter.
Do

I have to participate?

Your participation is voluntary. If you agree to participate, you can refuse to answer any
question and/or stop the interview at any time.

Who se,es.th.g.answers..I sive in the interuiew?
The information gathered from you during the interview will be private. I will not
include any information which could identiff you or your comments. I will take notes and audio
tape the interview. The notes and tapes will be kept in a locked file in my home. I am the only
person who will have access to the locked file.

If you

agree to participate and/or want more information, please complete the stamped

addressed post card and I

will contact you to arrange a time to meet.

Thank you for considering being a participant in this study.

Appendix H
SUDANESE REFUGEE INTERVIEW
BACKGROLTND:

l.

Could you begin by telling me a bit about when and why you came to Anoka County

to live?

2. How old were you when you moved to Anoka County?
3. Describe what you expected when you arrived.
Probe:
.

Housing?
Employment?
Weather?

I

People?

4. Describe what it was like when you arrived.
Probe:

ffi::"Hifi:"I;s
At all what you expected?
5. Tell rne a bit about what it has been like for you to adjust living in Anoka County.
Probe:
.

3:ffi[:l i:::I,:,,
6.

Any big surprises?
you
tell me what has been the greatest challenge to adjustment?
Can
Probe:
Making friends?
Getting a job?
Learning the language?
Iransportation?
Locating resources? Food, clothing?

SOCIAL SUPPORT
I want to spend the rest of the time talking with you about social support which is the focus of
my study. I define social support as benefits you get from interactions with other people that
assist you in coping with the stresses of adjustmentto living in Anoka County. Do you have any
questions about what I mean?

FAMILY AND.RELATIVES:
1. Do you have family or relatives living in Anoka County?
How many?
Who? i.e. mother, brother, etc.?
2. Have any of them helped you?
3. In what way have they helped You?

Probe:

Listen to you when you want to talk?
Try to understand your problems?
Give you things you need? I.e. food, clothing, etc.?
Do they give you advice or suggestions about how to solve problems?

4. Have you helped yor:r family?
5. In what way have you helped them?
6. Would you tell me how satisfied you are with the relationship \Mith your family?
7. Would you tell me how satisfied you are with the help you have received from your
relatives and family?
Probe:

Too much? Too little?
SUDANESE AND OTHER AFRICAN FRIENDS

t. Do you have any Sudanese and/or African friends living in Anoka County?
How many?
Where did you meet them?
How did you get to be friends?
2. Have any of them helped you?
3. In what way have they helped you?
Probe:

Listen to you when you want to talk?
Try to understand your problems?
Give you things you need?
Do they give you advice or suggestions about how to solve problems?
4 Have you helped your friends?
5

In what way have you helped them?
tell me how satisfied you are with the relationship you have with your

6 Would you

friends ?
7

Would you tell me how satisfied you are with the help you have received from your

friends?
Probe:

Too much? Too little?

AMERICAN FRIENDS
1. Do you have any American friends?
How did you rneet thern?
How did you get to be friends?
Spend time together?
Talked a lot?
2. Have any of them helped you?

3. In what way have they helped you?
Probe:

Listen to you when you want to talk?
Try to understand your problems?
Give you things you need?
Do they give you advice about how to solve problems?
4 Have you helped

yow friends?

In what way have you helped them?
6 Would you tell me how satisfied you are with your relationship with your American
5

friends ?
7

Would you tell me how satisfied you are with the help you have received frorn your

American friends?
Too much? Too little?

AMERICAN SPONSORS AND SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCIES
1. Have you received help from any social agencies?

2. What help did you receive?
Probe:

Health care? Public assistance? Employment agencies? Schools?
3. Were you satisfied with the help?
Probe:

4.

5.

Get what you wanted?
Get what you needed?
Describe your experience with agencies
Probe:
Were people friendly?
Did people understand what you needed/wanted?
you
Would
tell me how satisfied you were with the help you received from social

agencies?

6. Would you tell me how satisfied you have been with the help you have received from
social agencies?
Probe:
Too much? Too little?
SOCIAL SUPPORT IN SUDAN
1.. Describe the social support system

in Sudan.

Probe:

Is it the same/different than in furoka County?

2. How do you get help in the Sudan?
3. What kind of help do you get?
4. What kind of help do you give others?

5. Are there social agencies anything similar to what is in Anoka County?
Medical?
Employment?
Mental health?
Problem solving?

ruURE
l.

Is there anything you would like to add?

2. Do you have any questions?

Appendix I

CONSENT FORtul
You are invited to participate in a study of social supports for Sudanese in Anoka County. The
study is
being conducted by Leslie Anderson, a student at Augsburg College, fur a Master of Soiiat Work
thesis
reguirement' Afrer this fom is read to you, I ask that you ask any questions you have before agreeing to
participate in the study.
The purpose of *his study is to gain a better understanding of what social supports have
been availab6 and
how social supports have helped Sudanese settle and adapt to living in Anoka County. you
will be asked
who has been helpful, what help has been given, and how satisfied you have been *itrr 6,e help you
' have
received. You will also be asked what supports lvere missing that
might have found helpful.
,vou

P[ocedure: lf you agree to participate !n this study, you will be intenriewed about ycur experience
as a
refugee in Anoka County. The interview will last approximately one hour and can be conducted
either at
your home or at some other place mulually agree,J upiotl by you and the sfuda-ii
reseai-cha-.
Rlsks anri Benefits of Your Participaiion: You may finci some oithe questions lask you
to be sensitive
and you may choose not to answerthem. The information you share wili be used to complete
a masterof
Social Worker thesis. I will provide o list of counseling agencies upon your request.

C-gnfidejtti0liU: All information I collect from you during the interview will be kept private. None of
the
information that you provide will be shared with Anoka County Human Services.' Al{ records
wil be kept in
a locked file. The thesis will not include any information that would make it possibte to identi! you.
The Study is Voluntary: Ycur decision to participate is voluntary. Ycu can refuse to answer
any question.
You can stop the interview at any time. Your agreement to participate or not to participate will not
afgt

your relationship with Augsburg Coilege,

Contacts and-Queslions: The stucient conciucting ihis study is Lesiie Ancienson. you may ask any
questions you have now. lf you have questions later, you may contact Leslie Anderson
at 421-0gg8 oi her
advisor, Laura Boisen, at 33&1439. You will be given a copy of this form to
"keep.

S.tfltement of Gonsent I have had the above information read to me. I consent to participate in the study.

lJCil.tr

sig nature of lnterviewer
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